PARADISE
Kerala is my paradise,
People there are very wise,
It is known as God’s own country,
As you find beauty in each tree,
There are many beaches,
With lot of beauty.
We celebrate festivals with lots of joy
That brings happiness and laughter
When the state is seen from heights
You can see a lot of lights
People there are kind and loving.
Welcoming all guest.
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PARADISE
East or west Mumbai is the best
Mumbai is the best
It is a very big and populated city
It is known as the dream world.
It has the Taj hotel,
Gateway of India, at its best
It even has Victoria Gardens
And elephant caves present in it
East or west Mumbai is the best.
Here people are not fast and quick
Vadapav and fire pan can be seen
in every nook and conrner.
I love Mumbai a lot.
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PARADISE
My parents lap is a paradise
My parents lap is a paradise

If I sit, I don’t get up
When I sleep, I don’t wake up
A place I like to sit and play
to sleep and lay
I say please to stay
I like there to play
Where I love to stay
Where I love to lay

My Parent’s lap is a paradise
My Parent’s lap is a paradise.
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PARADISE
Paradise is like a garden,
It is a colourful and a beautiful area.
It is a pleasant and a peaceful place,
It is the god’s grace.
It is full of chirping sound of birds,
It is full of green painted grass.
The trees sway with the air,
It is so nice and fair.

Flowers are the smile of the garden,
Blooming colourfully.
Just stop, admire and go
If you see one at all.
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PARADISE
A place where we chant,
A place so pleasant.
The land of Gurudev,
Where God blesses us.
The place is heavenly,
And a lot of value.
The place is full of greenery,
A place I have always loved.
With ashram next and, simple temple,
It is very beautiful.
But the thing I love the most,
Is the divine Ganesha statue.
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PARADISE
Paradise can be anything to you.
It can be your school,
It can be your home,
Just anything.
Paradise to me is Earth,
The great monuments attract me.
The aroma of the flowers is amazing.
The scrumptious taste of the food is wonderful.

The soothing touch of the air is mind blowing.
The rhythmic sound of our heart,
That is a true paradise.
You don’t need to go to heaven.
Earth is the true Paradise.
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PARADISE
My paradise is a place where
Happiness is every where
I wish I live at my paradise
And enjoy every moment of my life

My paradise is the house of affection
And school of inspiration
My paradise are mountains
Which are surrounded by natural fountains
Mountains are resourceful
Which reminds me to be helpful
It inspires me to think high
And never depend on just passing by
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PARADISE
A paradise is a place,
Where beauty is everywhere.
Nice and pleasant the place is,
Enjoy the birds singing in air.
For me a paradise is CIRS,
It’s filled with green grass and tall trees,
Beautiful flowers blooming everywhere,
Fresh air blows through the campus.
There are loving teachers to guide,
Everyone here helps each other.
Never ending festivals are celebrated here,
A place where joy is everywhere.
Feel the fresh air here,
Without the pollution and noise.
It’s a place beyond the imagination,
And that’s why CIRS is a paradise.
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PARADISE
The place we live,
Is our own wish.
It can be an aeroplane,
Or in a house made of clay
It can be anything,
In which people live.
When it comes to me,
I would live in a land of cars.
Where my friends are cars,
The ones that talk.
Everything should be of cars,
Even my house car shaped.

Paradise is your imagination
That which makes you comfortable.
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PARADISE
Here are the paddy fields,
the farmers, the sound of the birds.
A man lies on the beach
And the beautiful river flowing.
He is happy looking at the crops
And talks to the stream of water
It gives him energy,
Makes his happy.
This place is paradise to him.
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PARADISE
Paradise of mine has seven friends
And lovely eleven letters sent,
There are beautiful gardens,
And there are no wardens.
There is sweet honey,
And lots of money,
Many people are funny,
Especially a cute little bunny.
There are mountains and streams,
And, I get lots of dreams,
It is a fearless place,
Where I get my own space.
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PARADISE
A lion city
Emerged from the oceans
It’s neat and clean
Some meats are in shops

It’s covered with toys
It’s filled with joys
It is pleasant
It is crescent
The clouds provide rain
The people are never in vain
The animals roam in the forest
It has a good foam
I LOVE SINGAPORE.
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